SHRINK PACKAGING
EQUIPMENT

120 combo & 220 COMBO

120 combo &220 COMBO
The Clamco Combo shrink system combines the L-Bar sealer
and shrink tunnel for packing, sealing, and shrinking products.
The sealer and tunnel share a common heavy-duty frame and
base which allows for quick set up, alignment, and product
transfer between the sealer and the tunnel.
The Clamco Combo system includes standard features such as a film
cradle with a pinwheel perforator and a unitized package tray to assist
in the fast and efficient placement of the product into the film.
The sturdy design of the Combo provides the framework for greater
productivity and insures consistently strong seals. The use of
integrated application specific controls allow for easy and fast operator
set up and provides for years of trouble free operation.

FEAT URES & BEN EFITS
yy User friendly operator controls for fast, easy and repeatable set up
yy Quick height adjustment facilitates centering the seal on the product
yy Digitally controlled tunnel temperature with heavy-duty blower
provides 360 degree air circulation for consistency and maximum
performance
yy Seal temperature control provides repeatability of seal performance
yy Dwell control provides additional flexibility for utilizing a wide
range of films
yy Heavy duty magnetic hold down to insure consistent seal pressure
yy Film cradle can accommodate up to 20” wide roll of film

User friendly set up

yy Automatic cool down and shut off ensure maximum
component reliability
yy Adjustable airflow and variable tunnel conveyor speed to
maximize shrink performance
yy Adjustable unitized package tray and film cradle with
pinwheel perforator
yy Tunnel curtain design minimizes heat loss and maintains tunnel
temperature consistency
yy Robust design with a welded steel frame and heavy duty seal arm
yy Designed to meet CE requirements

Magnetic hold-down feature

specifications

o ptio ns & access o ries

Film Capacity

20” wide (508mm)

L-Bar Seal Area

16”W x 20”L (406mm x 508mm)

Maximum Product Height

6” (152mm)

Tunnel Chamber Dimensions

16”L x 20”W x 8”H (406mm x 508mm x 203mm )

Machine Dimensions

24”L x 91”W x 52”H (610mm x 231mm x 1321mm)

Machine Weight

480lbs (168 kg)

Electrical Requirements (120 Combo)

120V, 20 amp, 50/60Hz, 2,400w

Electrical Requirements (220 Combo)

220V, 20 amp, 50/60Hz, 4,400w
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Power take-away conveyor
Variable speed power take-away conveyor
12” opening tunnel (220 Combo only)
Short frame (74” long)
2” seal bar extension
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